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Yasha Gupta, MD @yashaguptamd
RT @ACRRFS: We hope you're planning to join us for tomorrow's #RadResChat! Know someone who could benefit from the discussion? Tag them below! 🔄 @ENThawk @c_debenedectiMD https://t.co/tiegXMTuMa

Jeffer Nguyen, MD @JefferNguyenMD
RT @ACRRFS: We hope you're planning to join us for tomorrow's #RadResChat! Know someone who could benefit from the discussion? Tag them below! 🔄 @ENThawk @c_debenedectiMD https://t.co/tiegXMTuMa

Chelsea Schmitt @chels2718
Tonight’s the night for the @ACRRFS #RadResChat! 🌟 Keep an eye out on that hashtag for sweet fellowship search tips! 🌟

Taj Kattaparam, MD @TajKatt
Starting soon! #radres #radiology

Abbey Goodyear @AbbeyGoodyear
RT @ACRRFS: We hope you're planning to join us for tomorrow's #RadResChat! Know someone who could benefit from the discussion? Tag them below! 🔄 @ENThawk @c_debenedectiMD https://t.co/tiegXMTuMa
@ludyYeeMD

@RFS: We hope you're planning to join us for tomorrow's #RadResChat! Know someone who could benefit from the discussion? Tag them below! 🔄 @ENThawk @c_debenedectiMD
https://t.co/tiegXMTuMa

Ashley Aiken @ENThawk

@DrOverfieldMD @ACRRFS @c_debenedectiMD Just follow the @acrrfs account and keep your eye out on the tag #RadResChat starting at 8 pm!

Rads_DO @Rads.DO

RT @ACRRFS: We hope you're planning to join us for tomorrow's #RadResChat! Know someone who could benefit from the discussion? Tag them below! 🔄 @ENThawk @c_debenedectiMD
https://t.co/tiegXMTuMa

Rads.DO @Rads.DO

RT @chels2718: Tonight's the night for the @ACRRFS #RadResChat! Keep an eye out on that hashtag for sweet fellowship search tips!

Ann Jay MD @AnnJayMD1

RT @ENThawk: Looking forward to joining @ACRRFS with @c_debenedectiMD tonight at 8 pm ET to talk about the radiology fellowship process. Be sure to join us tonight and bring your questions!

Nolan 花 月, MD, FACR is #n95ed & #boosted @nkagetsu

RT @ENThawk: Looking forward to joining @ACRRFS with @c_debenedectiMD tonight at 8 pm ET to talk about the radiology fellowship process. Be sure to join us tonight and bring your questions!

ACR RFS @ACRRFS

Planning to join tonight's #RadResChat? Check out these tips, then follow the conversation starting in 10 MINS! 🔄 @ENThawk @c_debenedectiMD https://t.co/rjzsEra10C

Chelsea Schmitt @chels2718

RT @ACRRFS: Planning to join tonight's #RadResChat? Check out these tips, then follow the conversation starting in 10 MINS! 🔄 @ENThawk @c_debenedectiMD https://t.co/rjzsEra10C

American College of Radiology @RadiologyACR

RT @TajKatt: Starting soon! #radres #radiology
Ken @ENThawk

#RadResChat	Planning to join tonight's #RadResChat? Check out these tips, then follow the conversation starting in 10 MINS! 👇 @ENThawk @c_debenedectiMD https://t.co/rjzsEra10C

ACR RFS @ACRRFS

Welcome to the #RadResChat tweet chat! 👍 Tonight we'll share our best advice to help you ace the #RadFellow application process. Who's joining us tonight? Please introduce yourself! 👤 Also don't forget to mention "#RadResChat" in every post during the discussion! 🎉 https://t.co/g53jxemPnb

Carolynn DeBenedectis @c_debenedectiMD

RT @ACRRFS: Welcome to the #RadResChat tweet chat! 👍 Tonight we'll share our best advice to help you ace the #RadFellow application process. Who's joining us tonight? Please introduce yourself! 👤 Also don't forget to mention “#RadResChat” in every post during the discussion! 🎉 https://t.co/g53jxemPnb

Southern Doc @cognac62

RT @ACRRFS: Welcome to the #RadResChat tweet chat! 👍 Tonight we'll share our best advice to help you ace the #RadFellow application process. Who's joining us tonight? Please introduce yourself! 👤 Also don't forget to mention “#RadResChat” in every post during the discussion! 🎉 https://t.co/g53jxemPnb

Ashley Aiken @ENThawk

RT @ACRRFS: Welcome to the #RadResChat tweet chat! 👍 Tonight we'll share our best advice to help you ace the #RadFellow application process. Who's joining us tonight? Please introduce yourself! 👤 Also don't forget to mention “#RadResChat” in every post during the discussion! 🎉 https://t.co/g53jxemPnb

ACR RFS @ACRRFS

Before we begin, check out these quick tips on how to follow along and participate during the #RadResChat! Looking forward to the discussion. https://t.co/82ERdBOyez

Carolynn DeBenedectis @c_debenedectiMD

Hello! I am Carolyn DeBenedectis Vice chair for education at @UMassRadiology

Ashley Aiken @ENThawk

@ACRRFS I'm Ashley Aiken, the program director of the neuroradiology fellowship at @EmoryRadiology. Welcome to all residents and future radiology fellows #radreschat
ichmitt @chels2718

Hi! I'm Chelsea Schmitt an R2 at @MiRImaging. Looking forward to the discussion tonight! #radreschat

ACR RFS @ACRRFS

Let's get started! T1: What can I do in training to make myself a more competitive fellowship applicant? #RadResChat https://t.co/QBMs5Eqb8x

Hafsa S. Babar @HafsaSBabar1

RT @ACRRFS: Welcome to the #RadResChat tweet chat! 🌟 Tonight we’ll share our best advice to help you ace the #RadFellow application process. Who’s joining us tonight? Please introduce yourself! 🌟 Also don’t forget to mention “#RadResChat” in every post during the discussion! 🌟 https://t.co/g53jXemPnB

Jess Wen, MD PhD @JessTwen

RT @ACRRFS: We hope you’re planning to join us for tomorrow’s #RadResChat! Know someone who could benefit from the discussion? Tag them below! 📞 @ENThawk @c_debenedectiMD https://t.co/tiegXMTuMa

Carolynn DeBenedectis @c_debenedectiMD

T1: a couple things (1) work really hard as a resident, read large volumes of cases and build your knowledge base so you get great LORs

ACR RFS @ACRRFS

Great ideas, Dr. Aiken! #RadResChat

Ashley Aiken @ENThawk

@ACRRFS T1 And also: •Find mentors to help guide you along the way •In general, your genuine interest will make you a competitive applicant. #radreschat

Carolynn DeBenedectis @c_debenedectiMD

T1: (2) get involved in research and publish that research to add to your CV and show fellowships you have the skills to do research and publish as a fellow

Vishesh Jain @lifeofsmilez

@ACRRFS Hello y'all! I’m Vishesh from CA, applying to #pedsrad fellowship this fall. Love MedEd, ethics, medical humanities. Excited to join this #RadResChat!
ken @ENThawk
16 hours ago
5:36 AM
@ACRRFS: i.e. let's get started! T1: What can I do in training to make myself a more competitive applicant? #RadResChat https://t.co/QBMs5Eqb8x

Carolynn DeBenedectis @c_debenedectiMD
16 hours ago
T1: (3) get involved in national societies on committee or in leadership positions to demonstrate your leadership potential #RadResChat

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
16 hours ago
@lifeofsmiles: We're excited to have you join us, Dr. Jain! #RadResChat

Brent Weinberg, MD, PhD @BrentWeinberg
16 hours ago
RT @c_debenedectiMD: T1: (3) get involved in national societies on committee or in leadership positions to demonstrate your leadership potential #RadResChat

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
16 hours ago
T2: What are some key questions to ask when evaluating a fellowship program? #RadResChat https://t.co/Xzwmv2mrkB

Carolynn DeBenedectis @c_debenedectiMD
16 hours ago
T2: ask about fellow culture and program culture: do fellows get together outside of work? How do attendings and fellows interact? #RadResChat

Ashley Aiken @ENThawk
16 hours ago
@ACRRFS T2 – ? to ask fellow programs - What is the general exposure- volume, rotations, procedures- for neuroradiology for instance- how much spine vs H&N vs functional brain vs ped - How much exposure to referring clinicians who understand multidisciplinary patient care? #radreschat

Ashley Aiken @ENThawk
16 hours ago
RT @ACRRFS: T2: T2: What are some key questions to ask when evaluating a fellowship program? #RadResChat https://t.co/Xzwmv2mrkB

Carolynn DeBenedectis @c_debenedectiMD
16 hours ago
T2: what type of jobs do fellows get? Private practice or academic? Do fellows have their pick of jobs from that program? Where have they gone? #RadResChat
specific advice for getting a feel of the culture of a fellowship program during virtual interviews? Is it acceptable to ask to speak with current fellows? #radreschat

Carolynn DeBenedictis @c_debenedectiMD
T2: ask about diagnostic and procedural volumes that the fellows get exposed to. Also what kind of didactic do they get? journal clubs? Simulations?

Ashley Aiken @ENThawk
@ACRRFS T2 - more ? •Any recent or planned major changes? •Success of recent graduates? •Work-life balance? - these questions can be tricky to ask, but it is important to understand how a program values this •What is the approach to diversity? #DEI #radreschat

Carolynn DeBenedictis @c_debenedectiMD
T2: what research opportunities are available to fellows? #RadResChat

Chelsea Schmitt @chels2718
@c_debenedectiMD T2: In a similar vein, what do you think is the relative importance of pursuing a fellowship in a geographic area you want to practice in vs a program with a stronger academic reputation? #RadResChat

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
@chels2718 ♥ this! Speaking with current fellows is a great way to hear a firsthand account of work-life balance and workplace culture! #RadResChat

Vishesh Jain @lifeofsmilez
@ENThawk @ACRRFS Love these. Regarding the latter - I think presenting at interdisciplinary conferences/tumor boards is a valuable experience. When asking about opportunity/expectation for fellows to do so, what would be a healthy #/year in your minds? Eg 4 conferences/year? 8?
#radreschat

Brent Weinberg, MD, PhD @BrentWeinberg
I present a lot at tumor boards and we try to include fellows as much as possible. I don’t think there is a specific number, but getting involved in a variety (e.g. brain tumor, head & neck cancer, thyroid, etc.) exposes you to a wider range of information. #radreschat

Yasha Gupta, MD @yashaguptamd
@c_debenedectiMD Also ask about fellow-specific didactics!!! #radreschat
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